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• The 4
th

 ICPG 

The Persian Gulf and its coastal regions have played a crucial 

role in the cultural and civilizational developments of the region 

and the world. The bright civilizations of Mesopotamia, Persia 

and Islam were formed in the adjacent regions of this waterway, 

offering major civilizational and cultural achievements to the 

world in each of their overlapping epochs. The specific location 

of The Persian Gulf made it a primary center for economic and 

social interactions between various regions stretching from East 

Africa to the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia. The region has 

always had a special place in the rivalry between the great 

regional and international powers. The continuous presence of 

the colonial powers in The Persian Gulf is one of the outstanding 

signs of its importance in international relations. The discovery 

of oil in the coastal regions and continental shelves of The 

Persian Gulf turned the region into a major center of oil 

production in the Middle East, adding to its economic-political 

importance. 

Although this region has always played a significant role in the 

cultural-political relations in the world, the history of political 

developments and the nature of interaction between cultures, as 

well as the degree of their impacts, have not been studied 

properly. Therefore, the Department of History of the University 

of Tehran, after establishing a MA course on The Persian Gulf 

Studies, has tried to prepare the grounds for giving depth to the 
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historical research in the field of The Persian Gulf. In support of 

this objective, the Academic Council of the Department has 

approved a plan to hold biennial conferences on The Persian 

Gulf historical Studies. 

 

• Important Dates 

15 November 2015 Abstract submission deadline (300 words) 

4 February 2016 Final full-length paper submission deadline 

 

 • Past Events 

ICPG 2012: The University of Tehran, Tehran 

ICPG 2009: The University of Tehran, Tehran 

ICPG 2007: The University of Tehran, Tehran 

 

 • Conference Topics 

Commercial exchange in the Indian Ocean and The Persian Gulf 

regions 

Migration in The Persian Gulf 

The Great Powers in The Persian Gulf 

Archeological findings in The Persian Gulf 

The status of The Persian Gulf in the cultural and commercial 

relations of the regional countries 

Bibliographical and research sources on the history of 

civilization and culture of The Persian Gulf 

Languages and dialects in The Persian Gulf region 

Shifts in the trade centers of The Persian Gulf 

Anthropology of The Persian Gulf region 

Local and regional powers in The Persian Gulf 

Oil, power and politics in The Persian Gulf 

Morphology of life in the ports of The Persian Gulf 

Local people, Westerners: contradiction and interaction 

Local markets 

Navigation, traditions, modes and techniques 

Culture, beliefs and transformation of habits 
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Oral history of The Persian Gulf 
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Geographical History of The Persian Gulf 
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Britain and Communication Technology in The Persian Gulf and 

Mesopotamia: A Case Study of O’Shaughnessy Plan, 1856 

Dr. Farrajollah Ahmadi
1
 

In the 1850s whilst about a century had passed from the industrial revolution 

and the communication technology was having more commercial, diplomatic 

and maritime significance, extension and speed of Britain’s communication 

technology with the colonies and more importantly India, found special 

importance. In 1856, with the aid of the governor general of India, William 

Brookes O’Shaughnessy, who was very experienced in constructing 

telegram lines, provided the East India Company’s plan to connect India's 

telegram system to Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean via The Persian 

Gulf. Following that, for implementation of this project a company was 

formed. While this plan had the support of British government and, and the 

British ambassador in Istanbul, the Ottoman government refused to grant a 

concession to a commercial company and the plan failed. Although 

executing this plan failed, however it obtained the necessary arrangements 

for the expansion of telegram lines in the reign in the 1860s. The result was 

the superiority of British position in west Asia, The Persian Gulf and East. 

This paper evaluates the O’Shaughnessy plan in the framework of the British 

empire’s regional policy. 

 

Keywords: Britain, India, The Persian Gulf, Mediterranean, 

O’Shaughnessy, communication technology, Mesopotamia. 
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A Prologue to Cultural and Communication Relations Between 

The Persian Gulf and Bangal Gulf 

Dr. Mohammd Abolhashem
1
 

 

Iran is considered to be a wide country in the continent of Asia and 

along ports and seas and islands, which at north has the biggest lake, 

Caspian Sea, and in south, has the sea of Oman and The Persian Gulf. 

And its neighbors are Azerbaijan, Armenia, Afghanistan, Pakistan and 

others. One of its close countries is Bangladesh. The Iranian people 

had started their travels for commercial reasons and advertising their 

religious byway of the sea of Oman and The Persian Gulf along 

Bangladesh. And at the time, because of their religions, two countries 

had deep relations, and this matter is well known in Bangladesh. The 

Bengal gulf was identified during Arab’s conquests by way of The 

Persian Gulf. Many of the cultural findings has arrived in Bangladesh 

from The Persian Gulf and Iranians. And the pathway ’The Persian 

Gulf-Bengal gulf’ was an accessible way for traveling in the past, and 

it was so well-known that English and Bangladesh books mention it. 

From the arrival of Islam. People and clergymen would travel to 

“chatgun” port, near the gulf of Bengal, by ships, and most of the time 

they would bring religious or moral books with them, and upon return 

they would bring fishes and books to their countries, and thus, byway 

of The Persian Gulf and banal gulf a commercial seaway formed. And 

this what we are trying to portray in this article. 

 

Keywords: The history of Relations between Bangal and Fars, 

Religious tools, Commercial tools. 
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Representing the Effecting Factors on the Condition of the south 

of iran from the point of view of sadid-al saltaneh 

Mohammad amir Ahmadzadeh
1
 

The late 19th century in Iran is the era of mobility and considerable 

actions and mohammad ali sadid-al saltaneh(kababi), as a social 

researcher in the mozaffari and post-constitutional revolution era, has 

wrote intellectual resources to raise the awareness of government 

officials about different dimensions of issues and the importance of 

The Persian Gulf. Analyzing the content and identifying the subject of 

this resource can show his depth, open mind and language in 

recording events in southern regions of Iran. How or why sadid-al 

saltaneh reached this comprehensive view in voicing cultural-social 

issues and matters about his homeland, is the main issue of this paper. 

With the method of analyzing contents and assessing his works, we 

could mention some important achievements; his usage and awareness 

of new resources in various dimensions of events and upheavals of the 

south of Iran, the multidimensional approach of author in creating 

various works, the extent of his scope in choosing topics, his 

patriotism which explains his writings about Bandar-Abbas, his 

emphasis on giving true information and detailed facts, the reflection 

of his utilizing cognition approach which is obvious from him saying 

his intentions in writing about people and his emphasis on the point 

that he dedicated the first volume to government officials, because he 

wanted to turn their attentions to protecting the gate of his homeland, 

writing introductions for his works and stating model and method of 

writing, stating accurate and important points in financial history from 

symbols on coins to new taxes and numbers of groves, ports and 

products, and this factors have made him mix historical geography, 

social-political history, anthropology, and stating aptitudes and 

failings. By stating social, political, and economical issues of The 

Persian Gulf, he is close to anthropology and the cultural geography 

approach which was the cause of his outline of accurate details from 

natural and human resources, cultural aspects and his model in 

                                                           
1 Assistant Professor at History Institute, Institute for Humanities and Cultural 
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recording history and methodologically expanding his works. The use 

of itinerary and observing approach in recording events and choosing 

topics and showing pictures, has raised the historical value of his 

records and has placed him as an accurate and deep historian. 

 

Keywords: Sadid-al saltaneh, The Persian Gulf, Naseri Era, 

Anthropology, Cultural Geography, Alam-al-nas fi Ahval-e-bandar-

abbas. 
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The restrictions Tejarat Law (monopoly of foreign trade) in IRAN 

and the effect of it on the people`s life in the north section of The 

Persian Gulf 

S.Reza Altaha
1
 

M.Sc. student of History, The Persian Gulf study, University of 

Tehran 

 

By the beginning of the Pahlavi throne in Iran and after the stabling of 

the central government, the attention to the infrastructures, renovation 

and modernization was considered in the development of the country. 

In that situation, the requirement of the foreign exchange felt in all of 

the systems. By recession of 1929 in the USA, the Geran price was 

decreased due to the reduction of the silver price. The effect of those 

reductions was to reduce in the imports and critical needs. This 

process forced the government to think about the way to prevent the 

reduction of currency (Geran). The government called the parliament 

by a legal bill to pass the Enhesar Tejarat Law (monopoly of foreign 

trade) in Feb 25, 1931 for balancing in the export and import. 

Certainly, doing of that law effected in the life of people and business 

man. In this paper, the effect of Enhesar Tejarat Law on the life of the 

people, which lived in the north section of The Persian Gulf is studied 

by considering of available document. The research is focused on the 

role of Enhesar Tejarat Law on the social development from the end 

of Gajar era. 

 

Keywords: Monopoly of Foreign Trade, Subscription for Export, 

Geran value, South Trade, Merchant Immigration 
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Southern Fisheries and the performance of the government and 

National Consultative Assembly (1953-1978) 

Fatemeh amiripari 
1
 

 

The proper position of The Persian Gulf has provided a suitable 

environment for the growth of aquatic animal in the region. The 

dependence of people in southern regions to this important resource 

and its role in the livelihoods of the people has the particular 

importance. Lack of sufficient attention to the fisheries situation in 

The Persian Gulf has created problems for the residents of these 

regions over the years; the presence of these problems led this issue 

that after the coup of 28 August, the members of parliament 

emphasized the need to create the company of Southern fisheries; This 

leads to the creation of the company in 1953. The performance of 

fisheries in the south of the country and study of its problems, 

according to the proceedings of the National Consultative Assembly is 

considered as the purpose of this study. This study intends to use the 

proceedings of Parliament, the documents of the petitions and also the 

press, explain this issue during the period 1953-1978. According to 

current study, despite the importance of establishment of the company 

of fisheries for exploitation of aquatic resources, Lack of attention to 

the position of southern fishers as well as the lack of sufficient 

information about proper practice in this sector, has created problems 

with the action of this organization in the southern zone of The 

Persian Gulf. 

 

Keywords: The second Pahlavi, National Consultative Assembly, the 

fisheries, the southern zone of The Persian Gulf 
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Examination of phonetic system in Lamezian dialect 

Zahra Ansari 

Mohammad Saleh Arzankar
1
 

 

Lamazan dialect is considered as one of the most popular dialect in a 

village of Mehran Rural District, in the Central District of Bandar 

Lengeh Country, this village is located in the southeast of Bastak and 

west of Bandar Khamir. People who live in Lamazan and thirteen 

neighboring villages are the speakers of Lamazan dialect. This study 

examined phonetic and morphological features of Lamazan dialect in 

compare with Standard Persian Language. Moreover, this study used 

field research to gather data over 10 years. While, the researcher is a 

native speaker of the above mentioned dialect, he selected elderly, 

illiterate middle-aged speakers, and a number of speaker who were 

familiar with the above mentioned dialect to check possible mistake.   

In this study dialectal phonemes described in three positions 

(beginning, middle and end) by using minimal pairs. Furthermore, this 

study analyzed alliteration, syllable structure, grammar, quantitative 

and qualitative metre and prosody includes stress, pause and 

intonation. The result of this study indicated that Lamazan dialect is 

distinct from Standard Persian language in several features such as 

nasalization, approximant, duration, and alliteration.  

   

Keywords: Grammar, Lamazan Dialect, Persian language, Phonetic 

features, Morphological features  
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The investigation of the Koroshi phonetic dialect from a historical 

linguistics perspective. 

Benyamin Ansarinasab
1
 

 

Koroshi is one dialect of Balochi language. This variety is spoken in 

some villages of Bandar Abbas and Mināb in Hormozgan province. It 

is also spoken by people living 

across some southern villages of Fars Province. 

In the present article, Koroshi phonetic has been investigated from 

historical linguistic perspective for the first time. The Data were 

collected by researcher from Koroshi villages in Bandarabbas, and 

then the collected data were compared with Avestan and middle 

Persian data. 
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The research on the Economic Policies of primary Sassanids kings 

in case of fundementality and the revelution of trade cities 

Farhad Baradershad
1
 

 

When the Sassanians as the great city developers of ancient iran, 

gained power by ousting the Ashkanids, they began to destroy 

independent and semi-independent governments of Ashkanid age. The 

Sassanians tried to consolidate their presense in these regions by 

constructing or reconstructing cities. These was done by the 

Sassanians to centeralize administrative and political institutions. 

Moreover, the urbanization and city developing policy of the 

Sassanians helped to the economical centeralization of the 

government. The sassanians kings by centeralization and supporting 

the people and craftsmen in these newly built cities, turned these 

regions into strategic zones. 

Urrbanization and centeralizations were the most important aspect of 

the sassanian government as sustainable policies for changing the 

economic structures. The investigation of the reasons and cosequences 

of this policy illuminates many points in the economic history of this 

government. The expansion of urbanization and developing cities by 

the support of the Sassanian government had a positive impact on the 

urban industrial commercial activities. With the development of 

urbanization, the industries and commerce improved and a split 

emerged in Hutuxshbod class of the Vasteruoshan.this increased the 

proponents of the governments. 

 

Keywords: sassanian city developing, urbanization development, 

centralization, commercial economy.  
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The Early Direct Maritime Links Between China and The Persian 

Gulf 

DANG Baohai
1
 

According to ancient Arabian records and new discovered 

Chinese inscription of Tang Dynasty, the early direct maritime links 

between China and The Persian Gulf do exist no later than the 9th 

century. However, before Mongol conquest, many Chinese ships 

prefer to anchor at the harbors of India. Under Mongol hegemony, 

more advanced ships and merchants from China came to Iran and took 

Hormuz as their destination.  
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The Geopolitic Role of the Persian Gulf in the Foreign and 

Securities Policy of Iran- Europe’s Estimation of this Issue 

Robert Choulda
1
 

 

The Persian Gulf is considered to be one of the most important 

strategic regions in contemporary times. The Persian Gulf is one of the 

most important zones of foreign policy and security, which can create 

a lot of opportunities and be both beneficial or harmful. The main 

objective in writing this article, is introducing the geopolitics role of 

The Persian Gulf region in Iran's policies from the point of view of an 

European researcher. In this respect some subjects should be analyzed 

and considered, like: the role that The Persian Gulf plays in informing 

people and their identities and the dimensions of foreign and securities 

and defensive policies. 

 
Keywords: The Persian Gulf, iran’s foreign policy, iran’s security policy, 

geopolitics. 
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Comparison study on Siraf congregational mosque with pillared 

mosques in early Islamic centuries. 

Akram Ebrahimzadeh, student of MA in Archeaology, Art 

university of Isfahan.
1
 

 

Constraction of congregational mosque in great population centers has 

been one of the characteristics of administrative _ politics society in 

early islamic centuries. A remains sample from this period is siraf 

mosque. Siraf port has been one of the important commercial centers 

in sassanian period andearlyislamic centuries, in the Persian Gulf 

district. One of the most reason that has made Siraf as an important 

commercial port was construction of congregational mosque in the 

Persian Gulf district, inearly islamic centuries. According to the 

researcher’s opinions Siraf congregational mosque, has been 

constructed on a structure which belongs to sassanid period. Studies 

and structural comparison in third anno hegirae century on Siraf 

congregational mosque and the other congregational mosques 

belonged toearlyislamiccenturies, and besides its plan determination 

are considered as the aim of this research, with historical_ comparison 

goal wich insists upon libraries books and also the results of 

archeaology rummages and researches. It seems that using abbey 

pillared plan for mosques has been notewothy inearlyislamiccenturies. 

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, Islamic early century, Siraf 

congregational mosque, Abbey pillard plan 
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The effect of Historical and Cultural Communications on the modern 

relations of Iran-Oman 

Morteza Daman Pak Jami
1
 

 

Oman’s relations with Iran goes back to several thousand years ago, and 

large parts of this country from the expanded government of achamenian to 

the Sasanids and after Islam, have always been under the dominance of the 

mighty Persian Empire. Although this political (and commercial) affiliation 

in the Islamic times and until the rise of Safavids, has had its ups and downs 

and eventually in the colonial era resulted in the gradual separation of this 

territory from Iran, but we cannot hide this certain historical fact that besides 

geographic and cultural affiliations of the two nation’s people, political and 

historical fate of a territory called Oman from ancient times have always 

been deeply connected to the political developments of Iran.Thus, Iran-

Oman’s relations under the influence of geographic, geopolitics and cultural-

civilized factors, have always been separate than other Arab countries. And 

that’s why, the Iranian government during 1351-55 Shamsi, by sending its 

troops to the rebel regions of Zafar in Oman, according to its government’s 

wishes, has played and important role in keeping the independence and 

Territorial integrity of this land. The remaining question is, however, has the 

geopolitical and securities issues, resulted in Iran's interference in Zafar and 

the continuance of mutual relations in modern times? In this study, in 

addition to the geographic and geopolitics role, the significant influence of 

cultural and historical relations between Iran and Oman, will also be studied. 

In fact, the assumption of the research is that besides the irrefutable effect of 

geopolitical and securities issues, the special attention of Iran to Oman and 

the military presence of several years in this country for the suppression of 

separation wing group, comes from a sense of historical responsibility 

towards Oman and shows deep cultural-civilized connection between the 

two nations. 

 

Keywords: Iran and Oman, Historical and Cultural relations, the Zafar war, 

Geopolitics, Hormuz Strait. 
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The Persian Gulf Studies: Power Politics and Historiography 

Cyrus Faizee
1
, Assistant Professor of History at the University of 

Tehran 

 

Before colonialism, The Persian Gulf historiography can be seen as a 

very neutral and independent area to narrate usual evens and topics 

like ethnography, immigration, trade, ecology, and etc. Coming 

Portuguese and the British changed the course and left Iranians, main 

narrators of the history of the region, behind of Europeans to be a sign 

of the triumph of colonialism. When Iranian power during Nasir-u Din 

Shah got weaker and weaker, Iranians became readers of Western 

narrations of the history. This, more or less, continued to the current 

time. Even supremacy of Iran during 1970s, didn’t changed it. After 

the Islamic Revolution, US came to be dominant power of the region 

and occupied position of the past colonialists. This encouraged 

Westerners and Arabs to work more on historiography of the region 

and narrate the history more different than usual. The paper pays to 

the question how new historiography of the region is making 

Westerners victorious and Iranians losers. The paper concludes that 

historiography is the important part of power of political players of the 

region. 

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, power politics, historiography, West, 

colonialism 
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Review the process of forming the Governor General of Ports and 

Islands (The Persian Gulf and Sea of Oman) The final formation 

Bushehr and Hormozgan provinces (1952- 1982) 

Fatemeh faridi majd
1
 

 

The strategic importance of the southern region of Iran and the 

existence of alien influences the sensitivity of the three islands, makes 

political decisions of the central government, to manage this important 

area is in a different era. One of these courses have had a significant 

impact on divisions, thirty-year period is 1952- 1982. This period we 

see the establishment of the Governor General (Farmandary kol) of 

Ports and harbors and the islands of The Persian Gulf and Oman Sea 

(1955), The Persian Gulf and Oman Sea ports and islands Coastal 

Region (1968) and ... Established two provinces of Bushehr (1974) 

and Hormozgan. This article aims at examining divisions southern 

provinces (Bushehr and Hormozgan) at this point in time and effort 

considering the historical sequence of events and the use of official 

documents (books, documents, approvals, daily newspapers and ... ) 

this important event will examine the historical-political. It seems 

sensitivities in the region, in the mentioned period, leading to 

administrative-political decisions, most of which has been altered in a 

short time, and finally the central government has managed to 

Conclusions coherent and definite (during 1974 - 1977) is achieved. 

 

 keywords: The Persian Gulf; the division of the country, a coastal 

province, the Governor General, Bushehr, Hormozgan, Sea of Oman 
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European Union and The Persian Gulf – opportunities and 

challenges 

Professor Radosław Fiedler
1
 

The main topic of the paper concentrates on European Union policy to 

The Persian Gulf. In fact, it is not for the Europe close neighborhood 

as the south Mediterranean but maintaining relations with the region is 

vital for enhancing international security and for the European energy 

security. 

For decades in regional policy and initiatives EU was not a visible 

actor, overshadowed by the United States. Despite of French and 

German strong criticism, Washington in 2003 decided to attack Iraq. 

The results of US direct military involvement has brought instability 

and new challenges. 

More active European role was noted in relations with the Islamic 

Republic of Iran. EU initiated ‘critical and comprehensives dialogues’, 

while Washington was opting for hard instrument and punitive 

sanctions aimed in Iran. Germany, France and Great Britain were 

seeking the settlement with Teheran on Iranian nuclear program. EU 

took active role in talks with Iran on nuclear issue and in achieving 

final agreement the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). 

Following to JCOPA nuclear deal, EU after years of tensions and 

crises in relations with Iran has resumed a wide range of business 

agreements with Teheran. It is a great opportunity for European 

energy security in seeking an alternative route to Russia from Iran. It 

is also essential role for the new EU members from the Central Europe 

developing trade and political relations with Iran. 
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Examining some of the Morphological Features of Six Dialects 

Spoken in The Persian Gulf Banks (especially Laraki dialect) 

Najibi Fini, B., 

 Ph.D. in linguistics, Islamic Azad University of Bandar Abbas 

Alimoradi, M.  

faculty member of Islamic Azad University of Bandar Abbas 

 

There are many dialects in Hormozgan province and The Persian 

Gulf. However, unfortunately, they have not been studied 

linguistically so far. Linguistic and geographical diversity in the 

province as well as the lack of adequate research material make it 

difficult to provide a precise and complete map of dialectology of this 

province. Since the majority of dialects are known with the name of 

their geographical area, in this article, the geographical names have 

been used to identify the dialects under study. Hormozgan province’s 

dialects are divided into two categories: Eastern and Western; this 

division is based on an imaginary line drawn from Bandar Abbas (the 

center of the province) which divides the province into two parts, 

Eastern and Western. Considering this, the most important dialects of 

the province are: 

Hormozgan’s Western dialects including:  

Bandari, Isini, Khamiri, Bastki, Lengei, Fini, Qeshmi, Larki, Haji 

Abadi, Gavbandi  

Hormozgan’s Eastern dialects including: 

Roudani, Roudbari, Chastoni, Taghi, Shamili, Bashkrdi, Balochi, 

Koroshi, Dartojani, Hormuzi, Minabi  

In this article, some of the morphological features of six common 

dialects spoken in The Persian Gulf Bank have been dealt with. The 

purpose of writing this article is to introduction of common dialects in 

The Persian Gulf bank and maintenance of this dialect. 

 

Keywords: dialect, Bandari, Haji Abadi, Fini, Larki, Hormozgan  
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The Persian Gulf native beliefs with centrality jask 

Leyla Noorizade FINI 

Maryam Alimoradi  

 

This region has a original and grandee people who transfer native 

beliefs and faith to form verbal from one generation to another 

generation. The province HORMOZGAN is one of the IRAN south 

provinces which placed aside blue water of The Persian Gulf. This 

province formed of cities and village that whichever have allocated 

special beliefs and faith to him. Jask countg one of the important port 

which it's antiquity and history have return to ASHKANI and 

SASANI age. For the reason that vicinity this county to SISTAN and 

BALOCHESTAN and accessibility to high seas, lived kinfolk and 

various nationality in this port and this ingredient make mixture of 

religions and cultural in this region. 

As for rich and productive culture of jask county, these inhabitants 

have original and unknown faith and beliefs which as yet less studied. 

In this article the native beliefs and faiths this region such as: divorcee 

oath, ring and oil oath, half – witted or oath of pass the fire, centre- 

point looked to for the attainment of ones ends ceremony, fourteen 

ceremonies later midweek, scorpion month. Approaching the VENUS 

and JOVE [ARAFE NIGHT]. The beliefs of jask hunters, baziye zar, 

cauterize, woolskin, lucina, parturition and birth, marriage and funeral 

to be studied. 

 

Key words:The Persian Gulf, Jask, Folk beliefs 
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Karun shores’ viewpoints settlers relating to water 

Professor Bahador Ghayyem
1
 

 

Five important rivers in country are situated in Khuzestan Plain, 

Karun, Dez, Jarahi, and Zohreh. These reviers are irrefragably 

intertwined with the history of Khuzestan. The most ancient human 

gathering and political center of Iran's history in Khuzestan, namely 

Elamid Shush, had been the gift of Karun, the ripest river of province. 

Karun’s role is not limited to marine and agriculture relations, but also 

the formation, establishment and spread of some religious beliefs of 

inhabitants of Khuzestan ancient and Islamic times is affected by 

Karun’s existence . ” The prophet Khezr, the guardian of waters and 

seas ”in the region of Khazar Island and also  “ Baptism of Mundaeans 

of Ahvaz ”are meaningfully related to the Karun. The famous 

Ghadamgah of the prophet Khmer in the south of Abadan, on the 

shore of Bahmanshir( continence of Karun) is remarkable in 

establishing a kind of spiritual space, and following that, cultural 

elements connected to this space like Robat, Khanghah, Mosque, and 

Hosseinieh. In northern part of this region and on the shores of Karun 

in Ahvaz, is  “ manedi ”,  the place of worship of sabeiin, the famous 

followers of John the Baptist. Baptism in Karun and the placing of 

“genzoura Chehili ”the highest rank of sabeii priests in Ahvaz has 

turned this city into the sprtitual center of Mandaeism. 

 
Keywords: Karun, Khuzestan, Island of Khazar, Mandaei, Baptism. 
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A brief review on social developments of eastern Saudi Arabia 

region in contemporary era 

Dr Yaser Ghazvini Haeri
1
 

Modern medical science became of a great interest for evolutionists in 

the middle Qajar era, but Iran's central government did not pay any 

remarkable attention to the subject. During that time, southern Iranian 

were being suffered from various communicable diseases or as they 

used to call them "Na khoshi". Out breaking of such illnesses in some 

spots of The Persian Gulf and ignoring medical and sanitary actions, 

used to involve other parts' inhabitants and that made it essential for 

government to take an action about general sanitary of country's 

southern coasts. Thus our discussion will be concentrated on sanitary 

general condition of people of Bushehr and the quality of this port's 

quarantine based on "Hablolmatin" newspaper in late Qajar and early 

Pahlavi eras. During that time, Bushehr was considered as one of the 

most important commercial centers in The Persian Gulf and it was a 

remarkable resort, especially for different countries' merchants; thus it 

seemed vital to pay enough attention to sanitary general condition and 

execute the quarantine in this port correctly. In this research, we 

intend to study the sanitary general condition and quality of quarantine 

in Bushehr by descriptive analytical method, using reliable references, 

especially Hablolmatin newspaper's news. The fact that has been 

ignored by researchers and requires more study. Despite lack of 

references, the Hablolmatin newspaper is counted as one of the most 

important and most reliable sources of that era, due to its critically 

view and also because of discussing Iran's various difficulties from 

lower class people's point of view, and it greatly explains the quality 

of coastal residents' general sanitary, thus studying it provides great 

information for the readers.  

 
Keywords: The Persian Gulf, Bushehr, Quarantine, Hablolmatin, Public 

health.  
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Evaluating the Regional Territoty of Iran and Locating Ports and 

Islands of The Persian Gulf; A Case study: The Remaining charts 

from the century 

Fateme Heydary
1
 

Charts are one of the important historical and geographic resources 

and are considerable for both etymology and historical borders. The 

issue of historical borders of Iran in The Persian Gulf, on the basis of 

historical evidence has somewhat become more clear. Researchers 

show that from 16th century, European cartography traditions have 

made numerous charts, and an abundant of clues and signs are seen 

from the historical borders of Iran, which are yet to be evaluated and 

properly introduced. The Safavid era is contemporary with the Age of 

Exploration and at this time The Persian Gulf accepts global powers 

as guests, and this leads to a more original depiction in archives and 

charts which remain from schools of European cartography. Hence, 

with studying every single one of these charts, we can understand that 

the territorial region of Iran in The Persian Gulf in these charts is from 

the last city of the historical makran province near Gujarat, directly to 

Euphrates, which throughout history has been the border of Iran and 

Aniran. And in the south includes the historical Bahrain, which on top 

of Bahrain island, contains the regions of Ehsa, Ghatif, and the shore 

of the province of “al-shatghie” in Saudi Arabia, besides regions of 

jolfar and Gholat and Gharyat till “Ras-al-had” and of course all the 

main islands of The Persian Gulf. 

 

Keywords: Iran, Portuguese Cartography, Safavids, Historical 

Bahrain, Historical Makran. 
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Theoretical Framework of the Iranian Dialectics in The Persian 

Gulf;Since Antiquity by the Post-Modern Era 

Dr. S. Mohammad Houshisadat
1
 

Assistant Professor in Middle East Politics, Faculty of Law and 

Political Science, University of TehranTheoretical Framework of the 

Iranian Dialectics is based on establishing the relationship between the 

national and ultra-national variables. It attempts to analyze Iran's 

foreign relations in The Persian Gulf since Antiquity up to the Islamic 

Republic. In the national area, the beliefs system of the policy-makers, 

their interests to political survival, political economy, Iran's 

geopolitics, and also geographical space are the key variables. In 

addition, the ultra-national field consists of the dominant global order, 

as well as the international division of labor. As such, these major 

components are vital in Iran's relationships with the regional and ultra-

regional player in The Persian Gulf. On this basis, four indicators 

could be considered based on the mentioned variables that comprise of 

the realities in the agent-structure arena, symmetrical and 

asymmetrical interdependence, bureaucracy and the non-governmental 

circles, as well as the international system's rules. The Iranian positive 

dialectics is the main consequence of the agent-structure's interactions, 

in both regional and ultra-regional levels, since Antiquity by the 

demise of the Pahlavi dynasty in The Persian Gulf region. However, 

the Iranian negative dialectics has been created since the foundation of 

the Islamic Republic. This approach has been the main outcome of the 

direct and indirect confrontations of the Iranian agent and the 

international structure. The current national and international 

circumstances and the developing interactions between the agent and 

structures is promising for the new phase of cooperation, entitled the 

Iranian positive dialectics. 

 

Keywords:Theoretical Framework of the Iranian Dialectics, the 

Iranian Positive Dialectics, the Iranian Negative Dialectics, The 

Persian Gulf. 
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Seleucid cities on The Persian Gulf and south of Iran 

Hassan Ismaeili, assistant professor of History, Payamenoor 

University
1
 

Alexander the Macedonian, after conquering the Achaemenid Empire, 

founded cities where large numbers of Macedonians and Greeks 

settled. The Seleucids continue this policy and and found new towns 

for immigration and settlement of Greeks in different areas such as 

Iran, Minor Asia, Syria and Mesomotamia. These cities built and 

managed basis, according to Greek traditions and culture and had 

independence and internal administrative and social institutions that 

independently of the central government. The Persian Gulf coast due 

to the political and cumecial situation were important for the Seleucids 

and they funded Antioch at current Bushehr. Well as major cities 

Icarus (Failaka ) and Xaraks Hyspaosins the major business centers 

that Seleucids funded in The Persian Gulf .in This article Seleucid 

cities that funded on The Persian Gulf coast and south of Iran base on 

the historical sources and archaeological evidence are discussed. 

 

Keywords : Seleucid Empire, City, The Persian Gulf, Antioch, 

Xaraks Spasinu.  
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The vikings in the indian ocean: the 400 years of the eastern 

indian company of Denmark 

Dr. Mohsen Jafari Mazhab
1
 

The Vikings were the most celebrated sailors of the ancient world, 

which had turned the Baltic Sea into a Viking river and also, had 

sailed in the east till the shores of Volga in Russia, and in the west and 

the north of Atlantic Ocean, and maybe the borders of the New 

World( the next continent of America) and lived off of mostly 

ravaging the coasts. After about one thousand years, the new Vikings 

appeared in the Indian ocean. At the start of colonialism, when the 

Portuguese sailors found the seaway to India and had made stations in 

the Indian ocean, other European countries, by establishing eastern 

Indian companies, sent their navies to the east. The marine and then 

land colonialism of the eastern territories started. After Portugal, 

England, Netherlands and France started thinking about the eastern 

India and eventually, 400 years ago, the ancient Vikings, as the 

country of Denmark, came to the Indian ocean, and by establishing the 

eastern Indian company of Denmark, created a small region in the east 

of India and created the new Vikings empire in Danzborg(Danish 

fortress) in Tornkbar, the present province of tamil nadu, and 

Fredricks nagar (the next serampar) in the Bengal province, and 

mostly in the Bengal gulf region and Ceylon attempted limited 

business and sometimes pirating and because of the loss of logistics 

support from Denmark, the sometimes united with the British and 

sometimes with the Dutch against others and finally in 1845 A.D., 

sold out their company to the eastern Indian company of England and 

returned to Denmark. Although no strong evidence about maritime 

commerce with Iran and The Persian Gulf has been found (and 

apparently there was no search for it), this article tries to mention and 

pursue some of the available leads in demonstrating this issue. 

Keywords: Denmark, Indain Ocean, The Persian Gulf, The Eastern 

Indain Company Of Denmark. 
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Typology and Architectural Use Planning of Dastkand in 

northern Shores of The Persian Gulf, Boushehr Province 

Dr. Hassan Karimian
1
, Nasr allah Ebrahimi

2
 

Dastkand Architecture is one of the distinctive types of Iranian 

architecture, even though it has spread throughout country and 

especially in shores of The Persian Gulf and Boushehr Province, has 

not yet been properly studied. Climate conditions of this region are the 

cause of the spread of this type of building during different historical 

eras along the shores of The Persian Gulf. Although most of these 

have lost their usage and have been damaged because of time, they 

still should be registered and studied as successful experiments from 

late Iranian architecture . 

This article, tries to distinguish and analyze different types of 

dastkand architecture, from boushehr province. Amongst those are 

dastkands of  “ chehel-khone saad-abad ”in the town of dashtestan, 

”kalat-mand ”in the town of dashti, Siraff, the dastkand which is 

famously known as   “ kare-anguri ”in the city of Boushehr, and several 

“gur-dakhme ”in the island of Khark. Each of these types have been 

separately studied . 

The result of present survey has revealed that the creators of these 

architecture types had various land use in mind. For example, lodge, 

defensive, security, ceremonial, funerary, and economic usage 

(agriculture, water, extraction etc.). Also, in order to correctly 

understand the function of studied objects, a comparative comparison 

has been conducted between them and dastkand architecture of other 

regions . 

 
Keywords: The Persian Gulf, Dastkand Architecture, Kalat mand, Chehel-

khone, Dastkand of Siraff. 
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Changes in the administrative structure of The Persian Gulf ports 

and islands, From the Naseraldin Shah regime to 1316 Hijri 

Ruzbeh Kousari
1
 

 

Iran's approach to the rule of the central government Nasseri period to 

reshuffling the country during the year 1316 A.H that reshuffling of 

the country during the first Pahlavi Code comes into force The Persian 

Gulf islands and ports in the hands of the administrative structure is 

not fixed in shape. It's important to review policies with respect to the 

above-mentioned interval and effects in the areas of administrative 

process, it has different aspects. On the one hand the overall review of 

events, sequences and cooked garlic administrative structure in the 

course of nearly a century reveals And on the other hand effects on the 

social fabric and political centralization old tradition. According to 

opinions expressed in this article  

The central government's policy in the period for the development of 

administrative and political context and his interpretation at odds with 

the social and political structure of ancient examine. 

 

Keywords: governance approach, administrative structure, the central 

government, the islands and ports of The Persian Gulf. 
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From Cathay to The Persian Gulf: the Mongols’ Flags on the Silk 

Road 

Professor Xiaolin MA
1
 

 

 The flags along The Persian Gulf depicted by medieval world map 

Catalan Atlas belong to Ilkhanid Mongols. This paper is an attempt to 

trace the origin of the flag and provide contemperory East Asian 

materials to compare with Ilkhanid emblem. While Chinggis Qan’s 

white standard (mong. tuq) is the original model of all the mongols’ 

flags, various emblems of different rulers and leaders can be found in 

historical literature and paintings. It is evidenced by Marco Polo and 

other sources that the Great Qa’an who succeeded Chinggis’ East 

Asian heritage started to have the image of sun and moon on his 

standard sometime between Chinggis Qan and the Yuan Dynasty. 

Probably at the same time the royal flags of all Mongolian golden 

families including the Ilkhanids expierenced transformation and 

localization.  
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Pearl Hunting and its Importance in the Economy and 

Commerece of the Persian Gulf 

Zahra Ehsan Mehreh
1
 

 

The islands and ports of The Persian Gulf, because of their natural 

reserves and adequate geopolitical positions, have always been of 

importance to regional governors and in later centuries, to foreign 

colonialists. And was able to leave a memorable trace in golden and 

dark pages of history. The nature and geography of The Persian Gulf, 

alongside the trade of commercial items and products, has made this 

gulf to be an important commercial region in trade business and 

throughout history. Pearl has been an important material which 

developed naturally in the ecosystem of The Persian Gulf, and 

throughout history has played an important role in livelihood, business 

and trade of these people. In this article, we take a look at the history 

of pearl hunting and examine its effects on people’s livelihood, a trade 

that in today’swords has single handedly carried the weight of 

commerce during times. 

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, History, Commerece, Economy, pearl. 
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Study on name of The Persian Gulf in Iran-Uk contracts from 

safavids to Pahlavi era 

Reza Mohammadi
1
 

 

According to background Iran and plays an important role in the 

ancient world, its evolution in the history books of the importance of 

Yearbooks and enjoyed special. In addition, the geographical books 

and travelogues are also supporting this important information about 

the geography and natural phenomena of Iran have lost. The Persian 

Gulf as a natural border plateau in the south; the old days under 

Iranian rule of and the words used to define it as persicus Sine, Sine 

persicus, Akvarvm Persico, The Persian Gulf and the Sea of Persia; 

testimony on this claim. For the first time in the fifties, the name of 

The Persian Gulf by British executives were distorted in Bahrain. 

Although this work was done before that, but according to political 

considerations and protect interests, but also without being called 

squash - Sea Britain - not so noticed. This descriptive and analytical 

research based on library studies, the fact, the providing evidence on 

the Persian name of the waterway, the number of treaties signed 

between Iran and Britain, which are for its introduction, the name The 

Persian Gulf is used. The importance of this research is to reject the 

distorted and falsified called by the British, on the basis of treaties and 

agreements have been made that one side is British. 

 

Key words: The Persian Gulf, Iran, England. 
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Discourse Analysis of the of Khajeh Ata’s two letters to 

Albuquerque 

Hesamaddin Naghavi
1
 

researcher, M.A. Farsi Linguistic and Literature 

 

Khajeh Ata letters to Albuquerque -among Persian, Arabic and 

Turkish documents- in the national archive of Portugal are one of the 

most important documents revealing the darkest aspects of the middle 

ages in The Persian Gulf. This letters - written by one of the greatest 

scholars of Hormuz- are not only significant from historical point of 

view, by devising other branches of social science -like historical-

sociology, biogeographical, crowd psychological and social Identity- 

they also represent characterization of the society in the life time of 

these two scholars. 

This study used interdisciplinary method of critical discourse analysis 

-which is an interdisciplinary science in linguistics- and studies the 

structure and texture of the context in both external and internal levels, 

and in lexical and grammatical layers. The study reveals how Khajeh 

Ata the powerful and insightful minister of Hormuz as the first hero of 

anti-colonialism in The Persian Gulf, had managed to avoid a naval 

conflict with the most powerful superpower of the world in that era 

and repel the enemy from Hormuz territory, devising his language 

skills which postponed the final defeat of Hormuz until his death. 

 

Key words: Khajeh Ata, Albuquerque, Letter, The Persian Gulf 
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The rivalries of eminent Governments in late 19
th

 century and the 

journal of Fath-al-basar(Morshed-al-albab) in The Persian Gulf 

and Boushehr. 

Dr. gholamhossein Nezami
1
 

The 10th century is the apex of power for European governments and 

one of the important centers was The Persian Gulf. this rivalry started 

with the wane of Portugal and Netherlands' influence in earlier 

centuries and was primarily between Britain, France, and Russia. Said 

countries used financial, military and cultural approach for this aim. In 

the meantime, Britain, with the use of power, wealth and an important 

foothold like India, had apparent dominance. But, France, who at that 

time had torn free of its internal issues, struggled to find a foothold 

between rivals in The Persian Gulf and the sea of Oman, and with 

different methods, tried to compete against rivals, and especially 

Britain. One of such methods, was widespread cultural advertising in 

shape of journals. One of the important journals mentioned, is “fath-

al-baser” or “morshed-al-albab”, which was distributed in Arabic in 

middle east, and especially The Persian Gulf region. The goals and 

methods of this advertisement is studied in this paper and the results 

are described. 

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, France, Fath-al-basar, morshed-al-

albab, Anthony gugaier. 

 

 

The effects of the custom’s office on boushehr and bandar abas’s 

trades during the reign of the first pahlavi 
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From the year 1371 hijri, since the office of southern ports exited 

tenure and the customs system got supervision on the arrival and 

withdrawal of products, customs found an important role in financial 

transactions of The Persian Gulf. this role was so significant that it 

could, alongside major central financial policies, have an effect on the 

business of The Persian Gulf. The goal of study: this study tries to 

analyze the function of customs office in the ports of boushehr and 

bandar abas during the reign of the first pahlavi, and show the extent 

of the role of the custom offices of boushehr and bandar abas in the 

financial wane of these ports, and how could they not organize the 

financial actions in the ports so that they would not lose their place. 

Method of Research: this study uses the descriptive-analytic method 

and has been organized according to firsthand sources and customs 

findings and the archives of the National Archive of Iran. Findings: 

one of the effective factors in the financial wane of boushehr and 

bandar abas during the first pahlavi, is the weak operation of the office 

of customs in these ports. The officials who received these posts, not 

only not had any familiarity with the region, but also showed no effort 

in adjusting to domestic and foreign merchants. With the enforcement 

of aggressive custom rules, they showed no mercy to the businessmen. 

The financial policies of the first pahlavi for the growth of 

khorramshahr, beside the incompetence of the custom of ports and 

boushehr and bandar abas during the first pahlavi caused the transfer 

of many domestic and foreign merchants to Khorramshahr and 

accelerated the wane of these ports 

.  

Keywords: Custom’s office, Foreign merchants , Bandar abas  
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The formation of Shiraz and the Expansion of its communication 

paths towards the Persian Gulf’s ports from the 1
st
 century to the 

5
th

 century Hijri. 

Tayebe Rahimi
1
 

Throughout history, fars has always been one of the most important 

Iranian states, and the origin of two important cultures such as 

achamenid and sasanid, and has always been the focus of attention 

because of its position and place during Arab’s conquests. And the 

creation of a new government which led to the wax of new cities and 

wane of ancient ones, one such example is the wax and wane of shiraz 

and istakhr. Shiraz was not a newfound city, in fact, it also existed 

from before Arab’s conquests, but was less important. The issue in 

this survey, is the growth and prosperity of Islamic shiraz-67 hijri- 

from the arrival of Arabs in Fars, one of the cities which experienced 

growth and prosperity was shiraz, we evaluate shiraz because it 

became the capital of Fars, also the growth and prosperity of ports is 

dependent upon the internal political conditions of hinterlands and on 

the other side, all products are gathered in Shiraz from everywhere 

else and the distributed to other regions. And the main questions are 

that what factors caused this kind of growth and prosperity, and why? 

And the effect of the new government and the growth of Shiraz has on 

the communication paths and especially on communication paths 

towards the ports, are of most importance. Also with the change of 

government and religion, the communication paths no longer cross the 

Zoroastrian crossways and new cities replace those. Because the 

passing of caravans results in financial growth and prosperity of said 

cities and ends up with high levels of welfare which in turn, raises the 

power of government. Since this issue could result in uprisings against 

the new government, this was no so desirable among the new religion 

and government. 

Keywords: The Province of Fars, The city of Shiraz, The city of 

Istakhr, Siraff, The Persian Gulf, Ports, Communication Paths. 
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Russia’s dominance on warm waters of The Persian Gulf; 

official policy, documentation and the possibility of 

accomplishment 

Dr Goodarz rashtiani
1
 

 
The Persian Gulf and its peripheral world has always played an important 

role in regional and global developments and especially with the start of 

modern ages from the 16th century, has become the stormy center for global 

powers. This very importance and geographic, political and economic appeal 

had drawn the attention of the Russia, which had just started to expand their 

lands, and compelled Peter I (1681-1725) to renew his efforts on opening 

communication paths in India and The Persian Gulf. in the historiography of 

the last two centuries according to the will of peter I, Russia’s dominance on 

the warm waters of The Persian Gulf is represented as one of the main 

policies of that government and in official textbooks and independent Iranian 

historiography texts a lot of attention has been paid to this issue. The author 

in this article according to the substantial data, challenges the historical 

originality and authenticity of said will, and believes that this text is the fruit 

of European developments and in the second half of the 18th century and 

early 20th century and the governments of Poland and France started the 

extensive production and promotion of this text, with the plan of Russo 

phobia and exaggerating its power. The other main axis of this article is 

analyzing the official policy of the Russian government and grounds for 

possibility of achieving Russia’s dominance over The Persian Gulf. in 

addition to acknowledging all the known governments of 18th and 19th 

century including the Russian empire’s insatiable appetite for land 

expansion, the author believes that basically the Russian government didn’t 

stand any chance in accomplishing this goal, and knowing that, and 

geographic determinism! Made them to cease trying. Thus, in comparison to 

other governments, Russia had the least possible presence in The Persian 

Gulf and its peripheral world and they remained unrecognized to the natives. 

  

Keywords: The Tsar Russia, the Persian Gulf, peter I’s will. 
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The reasond of financial and social decline of the old Hormuz, the 

present Minab 

Ali Rezaee
1
 

The Hormuz state in the past centuries and especially in the 8th 

century in The Persian Gulf and the sea of Oman had great influence 

and dominance and considering the prosperity of commerce resulting 

from the silk and spice roads, this region had great economical and 

social credibility. The presence and dominance of Portuguese and 

after their failure, the replacement of the port of Jerun instead of 

Hormuz, the spacial attention of bandar abas, lessened the glory and 

prosperity of Hormuz or Minab. Even so, the distinctive 

characteristics of this region still had it as a Centre for merchants, 

since it was a good station for importing goods to central Iran and also 

Afghanistan and India and zangbar and Arab territories, and also 

because of the prosperity of land which resulted from sweet rivers, it 

had drawn the attention of land owners and merchants. This prosperity 

of commerce with all its ups and downs is significant till the late 

Qajars. After that, because of the weakness of the central government 

and leasing this region to the Arab governors, the old Hormuz and its 

Centre, Minab lose their credibility, but still domestic merchants are 

the link that connects the trades from Kerman, Yazd, Fars… to other 

lands such as India and Africa and Arab Countries. After the 40s, 

because of separation between the land owners’ families, and the 

wrong full use of farming lands, products like woad and Rubia and 

Sesame and Henna which were previously favorites of foreign 

customers, were replaced by cucurbits. And because of the Dam of 

Minab, gardening was also threatened and date and lemon were 

damaged. The demolition of drapery, ceramic and matting workshops, 

paved the way for foreign products and following that, the business of 

mediators and smugglers, replaced beneficial farming and with the 

disintegration of influencing families in commerce and the rush of 

villagers to the cities and outskirts of cities and the spread of pseudo 
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jobs and most importantly replacing communication paths, Minab was 

steered to the fringes. On the other hand, the accelerated growth of 

bandar abas and the influx of people and growth of commerce didn't 

leave Minab with a lot of chances.  

Bandar-Abas’s need to water was abundant and it was Minab’s only 

resource of water. A giant bundle of its resources were sent to Bandar-

Abas. It was not left at that and with drilling multitude holes, Minab 

was actually left to dry. And all that was left from that historical and 

influencing city, was an outskirt, dry city. Nevertheless environmental 

conditions have such potentials that with only a little attention to 

water consumers’ management and with building the Beach Road of 

Bandar-Abas to Jask, we could Bring this city to its former glory.  

Keywords: Hormuz, Commerece, Migration, Farming, 

Communication paths. 
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The Study of Conjuration in the Traditions of The Persian Gulf 

District with Emphasis on the “Zaar” as a Witch- Remedial 

Ceremony 

Younes Sadeghi
1
 

This article is a research to study the conjuration beliefs in The 

Persian Gulf traditions with emphasis on a witch_ remedial belief 

named “Zaar” which its information has been gathered through a 

descriptive – analytic method and using the library studies and field 

observations. 

The Persian Gulf native residents have believed that the wind (pain) of 

Zaar as an evil reincarnates into the people bodies and make them sick 

and painful. So, others asked the father of Zaar or the mother of Zaar 

in order to exorcize the evil and treatment of the illness. Thereupon, 

he or she was starting to medicate the illness by using some special 

tools and doing special methods such as spreading clothes and using 

the victim`s blood, singing special songs and music, making jabbers 

and doing some othr special actions. 

This research is going to study this tenet of people and find the 

indication of witchery thought and the belief of conjuration, 

personification and the conjuration of the words in this traditional 

belief. 

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, Zaar traditional belief, conjuration, 

remedy, treatment 
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Commercial relation between Siraf port and Ardashir khowarah 

city in Sasanid period and early Islamic decade. 

Hesamaldin Ahmadi 

Ahmad Salehi-Kakhaki
1
 

In Sasanid period, close relation between the ports around the Nothern 

parts of The Persian Gulf and urban centers in Iran has been one of the 

main factors has caused grow and develope in these areas in different 

fields such as Commercial, Agriculture, and Industry. The commercial 

relation between Siraf port and Ardashir khowarah City can be one of 

these mutual relation ship. The remains monument of Siraf port and 

Ardashir khowarah says that these areas have had great importance in 

Sasanid period and the early Islamic decades. This research aims to 

discover the mutual effects of Siraf and Ardashir khowarah in Sasanid 

period? The historian Archaeological studies in Firuzabad plain 

(Ardashir khowarah) denoted that this plain has been in culmination 

situation until 10(A.M) decade of in trade, agriculture and industrial 

fields. and has had advantageous and beneficial commercial relation 

with Siraf port. This research has valuable consequences such as: 

Introduction of monuments located between the trade path of Ardashir 

khowarah - Siraf and besides the effects of stagnation of Siraf on 

Ardashir khowarah city. 

 

Key words:Ardashir khowarah, Siraf port, commercial relation, the 

Persian Gulf, Sasanian. 
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The role of “kichi” in maritime relations between makran ports 

during early islamic centuries 

Abdollah Safarzaie
1
 

 

The city of  “ kich ”was one of the important cities of makran during 

early Islamic centuries. The geographic position of this city was so 

that on one hand it was the connecting point of different ports of 

makran shores, and on the other hand, it connected ports of makran to 

other cities of makran and alongside that, with important cities of 

provinces around makran, like: send, sistan, kerman, etc. Although” 

kich ”was not a port city, and five days from it, laid the port of  “ tis  ” (

the biggest port of makran at that time), because it was the largest and 

closest city to the ports of makran, begs the question that to what 

extent was this city’s role in the spread of maritime communications 

in makran shores during early Islamic centuries, and in what 

proportions. We are assuming that in shores of makran, this city was 

effective in political, martial, commercial, religious extensions of 

communication between sea to sea and sea to land and vice versa. The 

point of this survey, is the analysis of the position of the city of  “ kich ”

in the development and continuance of maritime communications 

between shore of makran during early Islamic centuries, which was 

done by using library resources with historical method with describing 

and analyzing the data. 

  

 
Keywords: Kich, makran, the sea of Oman, The Persian Gulf, Early islamic 

centuries. 
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From Sea to Sea, The Persian Gulf to the Caspian Sea 

Maritime Policy, Iran’s Plans and Struggles from Safavid till the 

Rise of Zandis. 

Prof.Mansour Sefatgol
1
 

 

Although the account of Iran's maritime struggles goes far back, the 

more explicit and to a point the more serious part of these struggles, 

started after the assault of Mongols, and more importantly Safavid’s 

reign, caused the change in Iran's political and economic condition, 

and continued during Afsharid. A plan that if Pursued could have a 

serious effect on the developments of Persian society. Simultaneity of 

these plans with technical plans and the expansion of maritime 

struggles of some of Persia's neighbors, namely Ottomans, and the 

Russians and with the Salient Spread of European maritime 

technology was significant. The kind of Simultaneity that at first, 

somehow caused Persian strategists, for the purpose of not staying 

behind from the global course of development during Safavids and 

Afsharids, to implement serious measures. But, Subsequent events in 

Persian contemporary history caused a sort of historical delay from 

arriving to the new maritime world.  

The base of Persian maritime policy during Safavids and Afsharids 

was designed and pursued as a comprehensive plan. The key points of 

this plan was as followed : 

 The restitution of Persian dominance on the southern shores 

(The Persian Gulf and the Oman sea). 

 developing the acquired substructure to connect the southern 

seas to the Caspian Sea and the commercial routes of north and 

west . 

 The restitution of Persian dominance on the Caspian shores by 

developing maritime stations along the shore from the nearest 

regions to Turkmens and khwarazmians to darband . 
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 The association of Caspian Sea and the southern Persians' 

commercial routes with the Baltic Sea, Black sea . 

 Persianizing the Caspian Sea and remapping it on the basis of 

the restitution of historical Persia . 

 This paper tries to evaluate and compare the subject of 

simultaneity of strategic plans about Persian maritime policy in 

The Persian Gulf and Caspian Sea during the Safavids till the 

rise of Zndis . 

 

Keywords: Maritime Policy, Caspian Sea, The Persian Gulf, Safavids, 

Afsharids. 
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The Caravan Routes leading to the Hormuz Island before the 

Safavid Period 

Maryam Shahhoseini 

 

With the transfer of the capital of Moluk Hormuz to Jerun (Hormuz) 

Island in eighth Hijri century/fourteenth century AD, and the flourish 

of its trade in this period, the interior regions of Iran became brisk, 

particularly the roads leading to Kerman and Shiraz which were the 

two important city after the coastal of Hormuz in the process of the 

trade in The Persian Gulf zone.  

Noting the political situation of Iran and enumerating the various 

factors in rise and growth of trade and economy of Hormuz Island, 

this paper seeks to show the significance and status of Hormuz Island 

in establishment and booming of the land trade routes in the 

hinterlands of The Persian Gulf and also flourishing of the stopovers 

in these routes during the period of “Eighth Hijri century till the 

ascendency of the Safavid dynasty”. Then, in addition to elucidating 

the caravan routes leading to Hormuz Island by providing a map, it 

has been attempted to approximately draw the prevalent caravan 

routes and show the whereabouts of the stopovers in a table using the 

information available in the few travel books of that era like those of 

Ibn Battuta, Ambrogio Contarini, and of the venetians who were in 

Iran. However, the limited number of these travel books and the lack 

of information they present, made it difficult to identify all the abode 

caravans that are located on these routes and their exact geographical 

locations. 

 

 Keywords: Hormuz Island, Stopover, Caravan Routes, Pre-Safavid 

Period, Travel Book 
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Minted Coins the Persian Gulf Port's Mints In Early Islamic 

Centuries 

Asmar Shahbazi
1
 

 

Due to the unique geographical status of The Persian Gulf`s ports and 

islands, they were economically and politically significant and became 

the center of kings` and governments` focus. After the establishment 

of some mints in these ports, they became the place of economical 

exchange. Despite the significance of these ports` coins, no 

comprehensive study has been yet done on them. Since there is no 

insightful numismatic database, recognizing and introducing such 

coins is an effective step for further research. From this perspective, 

the present study tries to shed light on such concepts. Hence, this 

study is advocated to introduce and investigate mints of early Islamic 

periods located in The Persian Gulf. To meet this end, Tehran's 

Money, Malek and Shams Eshragh Museums' coins were investigated 

and to provide a better analysis, the databases of websites of British 

Museum, Fitz Museum Cambridge University and American 

Numismatic Society were integrated into this study, as well. This 

study is conducted in two sections; in the first section, Ardashir-

Ḵ orra, Siraf, Fasa, Huzu, Mishan, Oman and Tawwaj mints were 

introduced and in the second one, all of the coins were categorized 

based on material, weight, text, design and mint. 

 

 keywords: Coin, Mint, Ports The Persian Gulf, early Islamic 

centuries 
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Export "Mother o pearl" of Bandar Lengeh in Europe 

Dr Maryam Sheypari
1
 

 

About the export of Goods from the ports of southern Iran in Qajar 

era, a variety of qualitative and quantitative content expressed. . But 

one of the things that less is mentioned some of Iranian ports, which 

have only one product exported to Europe had different reasons. 

Sometimes due to lack of development of these ports and sometimes 

because of geographical Or that particular commodity had been 

exported. 

Bandar Lengeh Iran in Qajar period is one of the major ports. Most 

commercial relations with local areas were the port. But in England 

the commercial documentation the port is one of the most important 

ports in Iran for European industrial countries in the second half of the 

nineteenth century onwards. Because of the export good that was 

found abundantly on the shores of the harbor. English documents of 

its product as “Mother o Pearl “have remembered. Another name to 

the Persian "Nagir" was. Pearl white or colored organic matter that is 

available and in the clothing industry has many applications. 

primary analysis shows that in the late Qajar has a high growth export 

of these goods. As the distance of 1875 To 1885 AD The value of 

exports reached 24, 000 thousand rupees to 118 400 thousand rupees. 

So the research on the question of what causes the growth of export 

mother of pearl from Bandar Lengeh to Europe during this period is? 

In this study use of commercial documents on trade in The Persian 

Gulf to Europe is prepared. 

 

Keywords: Bandar Lengeh, Mother o pearl, The Persian Gulf, 

Steamer. Qajar 
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Sailing to The Persian Gulf: Tang China Connected with Persia 

by the Maritime Silk Road 

Professor Rong Xinjiang 榮新江1
 

It is common knowledge that the route from Guangzhou to The 

Persian Gulf preserved in detail in the Xin Tangshu新唐書 (New 

History of the Tang) was recorded by Jia Dan 賈耽. But we do not 

know where Jia Dan got the information from or what was his 

sources. This paper would point out that it is possible that he used the 

sailing record by Yang Liangyao楊良瑤, who went to Baghdad from 

Guangzhou between 785 and 788.  

According to the Stele of Yang Liangyao excavated at Jingyang 

涇陽 County, Shaanxi Province, in 1984, the Tang Dynasty 

dispatched the eunuch Yang Liangyao as envoy to the Abbasid 

Caliphate (AD. 750-1258) in the fourth month of 785. Yang Liangyao 

and his retinue brought the imperial letter and edict for this voyage 

with them, arriving in Guangzhou and then setting out on shipboard 

from there. After a long journey at sea, they finally reached the 

Abbasid Caliphate. By the sixth month of 788, the embassy had 

returned to Chang’an.
 
This is very important record on the Tang 

sending envoys to The Persian Gulf in the late 8
th

 century and a great 

step to construct the sea route between Guangzhou and The Persian 

Gulf by the Tang.  

In this paper, I will discuss the following questions: Why did the 

Tang court dispatch the official diplomatic corps to undertake a long 

voyage to the Abbasid Caliphate? Why did Yang Liangyao choose the 

sea route? How long might Yang Liangyao’s journey have lasted?  
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Goods exported from Iran and The Persian Gulf to China in the 

book "Joe van J." 

Qing Wang
1
 

 

This article introduces “Chu Fan Chi (records of foreigh nations)” 

which was written by Chao Jukua in Song dynasty at first. And then, 

the article discusses Jukua’s experiences, and in Iran is translated at 

last. Accordingly, this article is divided into two chapters: the first 

chapter is devoted to analyze and envaluate the importance of this 

book in the field of the history of interflow between China and the 

West by discussing the historical background and significance of this 

book and the author’s life and the contents of the book. The contents 

of the book show that the commercial and cultural contacts between 

China and The Persian Gulf were one of the most important 

exchanges between China and the rest of the world in that period of 

history; besides, the development of these contacts have also exerted a 

certain influence upon modern chinese society. The second chapter is 

devoted to translate the contents about the customs and products of 

The Persian Gulf to Persian language. This translation will offer a new 

material for the study of the history of communications between China 

and Iran for Iranian scholars.  

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, Products sold to China, Iran, Chu Fan 

Chi, Chao Jukua 
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The manner of effects on bilateral relations between the Islamic 

republic of Iran and the monarchy of Oman on regional relations 

Mohammad Javad Javadi Arjmand
1
 

 

The good relations between Iran and oman, notwithstanding extensive 

international changes (i.e. islamic revolution, the end of cold war, the 

first and second world wars, September 11
th

 etc.), has been steady 

during the last four decades and even expanded on some issues. The 

main inquiry of the article, is to study the effects of these steady and 

consistent regional relations of iran with other countries off the coast 

of the Persian Gulf. it seems like mutual understanding of regional and 

international issues, not assuming each other as threat, similiarly 

feeling threatened from other countries of the region, alongside 

historical and geopolitical identities, has been the cause of such 

relations between the two countries, and these issues, in structural 

relevance and extension alone, haven’t changed in the last forty years, 

but for solving problems and crisises have always been the key 

ingrediant. And all this happens while the two countries seperately 

and sometimes opposite each other, have assumed friends and alies for 

themselves. Analyzing said issues in the frame of The ory of 

constructivism is the main subject of this article. 

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, Strait of Hormuz, Relations of iran and 

Oman, Constructivism. 
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The study of Achaemenian presence in the southern regions with 

documantation of the pottery bowls 

Aliasghal Selahshour
1
 

In spite of time extension (550-330 B.C) and vast regality of 

Achaemenid Empire, Many archaeological documents havenʼ t been 

found from this period. Also, few archaeological records have 

discovered from southern regions of The Persian Gulf (southeast of 

Arabia to Oman peninsula). Beside, as for Written documents 

shortage in these regions, pottery as a important data that show 

Achaemenian presence in The Persian Gulf, has a abundant 

significance. In this research survey kind of Achaemenid pottery 

bowls in the important sites of southern of The Persian Gulf and also 

study domain of dispersal and spreading these bowls in the different 

regions of Achaemenid imperial and relation beween them from point 

of view texture, composition, type, colour, slip and etc. Research 

findings show expansion and development of programmed 

commercial roads net, cultural homogeneity and standardization in 

Achaemenid imperial. This research has a historical nature that access 

to it's results has been done base on library studies and with 

descriptive - analytic method. 

 

Keywords: Achaemenid, Pottery bowls, Carinated bowls, BMSW 

pottery, Cultural homogeneity. 
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Great Powers Rivalry in the late nineteenth century and Fath-Al-

Absar Publication (Morshed-Al-Albab) In The Persian Gulf and 

Bushehr 

Dr.Gholamhossein Nezami
1
 

Director of National Library and Archives of Bushehr- A 

University Professor 

 

Ninetieth century is considered as the pinnacle of the European 

powers competition, among which one of the most important centers 

was The Persian Gulf. This competition initiated by waning influence 

of Portugal and the Netherlands in the previous centuries and it 

progressed generally among Britain, France and Russia. The above-

mentioned countries applied economic, military and cultural 

approaches for this purpose. Meanwhile, Britain was more 

advantageous to others because of its power, wealth and a strong base 

such as India, but the French who at the time were freed from their 

domestic troubles were trying hard to find a foothold among the 

competitors in The Persian Gulf and the Sea of Oman. They competed 

with the rivals in various forms especially with England. One of these 

methods was cultural propaganda in the form of publications. One of 

the most important publications in this area was Fath-Al-Absar 

Publication (Morshed-Al-Albab). It was distributed in Arabic 

language and widely in Middle East, especially The Persian Gulf 

States. This study investigates the goals and methods of the French 

promo scope and describes its consequences.  

 

Keywords: The Persian Gulf, Britain, French, Fath-Al-Absar, 

Morshed-Al-Albab,  
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Iranian workers of Dashti area in the Arabic littoral areas of The 

Persian Gulf 

Gholamreza Zaeri
1
 

 

According to the Pervious researches, It is the first time that the fate of 

Iranian workers in the littoral areas are scientifically recorded. 

Therefore, in order to reduse the work difficulty, we limited it to small 

Dashti area located in Dashti township. 

During the world war II that Iran was occupied by foreiners in this 

area, this area was not deprived of the war sufferings. 

Gaverment of offiicials confiscated the peoples’ food so extrem that 

they coudn, t grow wheat. Therefore, people were forced to migrat in 

large and small groups, alone or with their family went to Abadan 

where the oil production growth and its expert thrived. 

The arrivals of Dashti immigrants to Abadan were accomanied by 

other workers and the market was saturated. On the other hand, at the 

same time, the discovering and exploitation of oil in the Arab areas 

attracted them and after speaking the hardship time, they arrived there. 

The peak migration gears of Iranian workers were during The Iranian 

oil nationalization gears. This worker stayed overseas for gears and 

they were influenced by Arab and other countries customs. When they 

returned to their hometown, they spreaded those customs to there. 

By the occurance of the Islamic Revolation in 1979 AD and Iraq 

invasion of Iran, Arab Sheikhs started to log off workers for imposing 

pressure on Iran. 

 

Keywords: worker, migrate, sheikh nashin 
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Some notes about “Kola Farangi” building in Bandar Abbas 

Mina Safa
1
 

 Kolah Farangi mansion" in Bandar Abbas, Is the only building left 

from Safavid age (1501 – 1722), which means that it's from the 

beginning of development and extension of this town. The mansion 

was constructed as a firm by a Dutch company and eastern India and it 

was a place where agents and merchants of that country lived for a 

long time and soldiers were also dependent on it. After this company 

moved from Bandar Abbas, the mansion was known as town castle 

and the main building, where the king lived and it was also an active 

customs house. 

From a historic view this mansion was a witness of important and 

effective incidents in Bandar Abbas's and its people's fate, like the 

attack from Afghans people and ending the Safavid dynasty, wars and 

different fights between other invaders and advocates; therefore, 

cognition of that history, has an unbroken link with Bandar Abbas's 

history and that is an important gate to study the history of this town. 

This article is about the foundation and construction of this historic 

building, architectural structure, the next users and to present the 

important incidents happened in that with a purpose of knowing the 

role and position of it in the history of Bandar Abbas. 

 

keywords:The Persian Gulf, Kolah farangi, Bandar Abbas, 

Netherland, Customs house. 
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Bahrain’s Asbazian: A Sample of Falsification in the Sasanid 

History 

Dr. Rozbeh Zarrin Kub
1
 

 

Written archives from inside and outside of Iran and archeological 

evidence shows that at least from Achmaemenians, southern shores of 

The Persian Gulf and the sea of Oman, like its northern shored, has 

been under the territory of Iranians and this presence and political-

administrative dominance of Iranians in this region continued in until 

the end of Sasanid Era . 

In the meantime, Iranian’s presence in Bahrain from the beginning of 

establishing the Achmaemenid Kingdom can be confirmed and 

available evidence from the late Ashkanid era also supports this. Also 

on the matter of Iranians' existence in Bahrain during Sasanids, 

according to scripts and archeological excavations, there is no doubt . 

One of those evidences, is the existence of Iranian names and titles, 

the records of which can also be seen in Islamic scripts, and histories. 

Amongst those names, is  “ Asbaz ”,  and a title of  “ Asbzi ” .  

Some Arabic Scripts, like  “ fotuh-al-baldan ”from Balazari, and ”

Mojam-al baldan ”from ”Yaghut Hemavi ”,  introduces a group as 

“Asbzieh ”or   “ Asbziyan ”in Bahrain, and depicts them as horse 

worshippers. Current evidence shows that this phrase was incorrect, 

either with premeditation or inadvertence, which led to one of the 

most important proofs of continuous presence of Iranians during 

Sasanid Era to being ignored and furthermore led to the falsification in 

Iran’s history during Sasanids . 

 

Keywords: Asbzian, Bahrain, Achmaemenians, Sasanids, The Persian 

Gulf, The sea of Oman. 
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A research regarding the oldest name of QeshmIsland 

Prof. Mohammad BagherVosughi
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Among Persian Gulf islands, “Qeshm” is considered as one of the 

exceptional islands not only due to natural geographic characteristics, but in 

terms of culture and antiquity of some toponyms, it has unique and notable 

features which are addressed less in historical studies. Thanks to this island’s 

natural location and the fact that it was vulnerable to invasions less than 

other cities of Iran, its villages’ names had ancient origin and long history. 

Diversity of the island’s names in history has provided fertile ground for 

research in this field and the quality of names’ phonetic and semantic 

changes, as well. Historical continuity of villages and Qeshm settlements 

from the earliest days to the present, is another feature to be studied. Since 

the main urban center of the island has changed in various ages due to 

different reasons, this island is mentioned under various names in Iranians’ 

historical memory and other neighboring nations, so different historical and 

geographical texts, Qeshm is unique among Persian Gulf islands in terms of 

name diversity. The island’s name was “Oarecta” in the oldest historical 

texts and various pronunciations of it have been recorded. So far, no 

historical research has been conducted based on geographical documents 

regarding this name and phonetic changes, therefore, while introducing some 

original resources, this paper attempts to evaluate the changing procedure in 

the oldest name of this island and its locating according to urban centers 

changes of the island in different periods as a historical issue through some 

evidence and geographical documents. 
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